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MT Registers can be broken down into 3 parts:

1. Global registers common to all MT elements, (TCs and 
VPEs).

2. Per-TC registers that are specific to each TC.

3. Per-VPE registers the are specific to each VPE.

This section is divided into these three parts and will cover each of these 
registers in detail.
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This first group cover the register that are common to the whole physical 
processor Core. There is only one instance of these registers all can be 
assessed by any thread in the proper mode.
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The multi-vpe control register provides an interface for global control and 
configuration

of a multi-VPE MIPS Core.

+ The CPA or Cache Partitioning Active bit enables the setting of the 
cache allocation bits in the VPEOpt register which will be discussed in 
detail later.

+ The STLB or Share TLB bit TLB Sharable: This bit is always zero as 
the TLB is not shared.

+ VPC or Virtual Processor configuration enables the writing of 
configuration registers that would normally be read only on a non-mt
system. Its usage will be noted as I go through those registers. The 
setting of this bit is only allowed by a TC that is the  Master Virtual 
Processor. I will cover the enabling of Master Virtual Processor mode 
when I cover the VPEConf0 register.

+ EVP or enable virtual processing is set by EVPE instruction and cleared 
by DVPE instruction. If set, all activated VPEs on a processor fetch and 



execute independently. If cleared, only the single instruction stream of the TC 
that issued the DVPE instruction will execute thus disabling multi processing. 
The thread that issues these instructions must be Master Virtual Processor. This 
bit can also be set or cleared by writing this register.
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The next two registers provide read only multithreading specific 
configuration information about your core.

+ TLBS or TLB Sharable: This bit is always zero as the TLB is not shared

+ GS or Gating Storage Present. Indicates that the processor is 
configured to support gating storage operations. Externally set on reset 
based on the state of the IT_num_entries InterThread input pins. If 
IT_num_entries is greater than zero, this bit is set to 1.

+ PCP  or  Programmable Cache Partitioning: If set, indicates that the 
allocation behavior of the “ways” of the primary instruction and data 
caches can be controlled via the VPEOpt register’s IWX and DWX fields. 
This will always be set to 1 if there is more than one VPE on a core. 
They’ll be more information on the VPEopt register later in this section.

+ PTLBE Total processor complement of allocatable TLB entry pairs. TLB 
configuration is fixed, so PTLBE is zero.

+ TCA TCs Allocatable: Allways set, TCs may be assigned to VPEs by 



writing the CurVPE field of the TCBind register of each TC while the VPC bit of 
MVPControl is set.

+ PVPE Total processor complement of VPE contexts - 1. This field reflects the 
number of VPEs present -1 so this will read 0, or 3 for a Core.

+ PTC or Total processor complement of TCs - 1. This field reflects the number 
of TCs present -1. This number can range from 0 to 8.
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The MVP call one register contains the remaining core configuration 
values.

+ C1M  If set, floating point unit (co-processor 1) implements the 
MDMX™ extension to the instruction set.

+ C1F If set, floating point unit (co-processor 1) implements 64-bit 
instructions.

+ The next three fields PCX, PCP2 and PCP1 contain information on the 
number of register set context available to each. This number will give 
you the number of PCs that can use these features in parallel.
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The following slides show the MT registers are available to each TC.
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The TC Bind register defines the VPE affiliation and identification of this 
TC. The TC can read its register to determine which TC it is and which 
VPE it is associated with.

+ CurTC – or Current TC field is the TC number of this TC. 

+ TBE or Thread Bus Error is set to indicate that a load instruction 
executed from this TC caused the bus error.

+ CurVPE or current vpe tells the TC which VPE it belongs to. This field 
can also be set to associate the TC with another VPE.
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The TCContext is purely a software read/write register. For example, it 
could be used by the operating system as a pointer to thread-specific 
storage.
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The TC hall register is used to control the fetching of instructions for the 
thread. 

Writing a one to the Halted bit of an activated TC causes the associated 
thread to cease fetching instructions and to set its Restart Address in the 
TCRestart register to the address of the next instruction to be issued. 
More on the TC restart register later in this section.

A one in the Halted bit also prevents that TC from being allocated and 
activated by a FORK instruction. More on the fork instruction later in this 
course.

Writing a zero to the Halted bit of an activated TC allows the associated 
thread of execution to be scheduled, fetching and executing as indicated 
by TCRestart
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The Scheduler Hint is a per-TC value whose interpretation is scheduler 
implementation-dependent. For example, it could encode a description of 
the requested issue bandwidth for the associated thread, as in the 
VPESchedule register,

or it could encode a priority level.

Our reference design of the Weighted Round-Robin Policy Manager 
breaks this register down into 2 fields.

+ STP if set prevents the TC from issuing any instructions.

+ GRP set the group priority of this TC.

I’ll talk more about the weighted round robin policy manager in the policy 
manager section of this course.
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The TC status register provides information and control fields for the TC.

+TCU 0-3 Controls access of a TC to COP 1 (FPU) or COP2 . This can be used to control access 
to processing element that may not be multithreaded. For example if you have an FPU that has 
only one register set then only one TC should be allowed to use the FPU at a time. You can 
control which TC uses the FPU by this field.

+TMX controls the access to DSP instructions. You might be asking yourself that since the 34K 
always contains DSP instructions why have this bit. But it is here for lazy context switching in an 
OS. If the TC has no access to the DSP then the special accumulator registers for the DSP need 
not be saved.

+ RNST or run-state of the TC is a read-only register that can provide you with the current state of 
the TC. A zero indicates this TC is running a one indicates it is blocked on a wait eight to indicates 
it is blocked on a yield at three indicates it’s blocked on gaining storage. They’ll be more 
information on wait yield and gaining storage later in this course.

+TDS or thread stopped in delay slot this is a read-only bit that indicates if the TC was stopped 
executing an instruction in a delay slot. If this is the case the TC restart register will contain the 
address of the branch instruction so that when the TC is restart it the branch will be reevaluated.

+ DT or dirty thread This bit is set by hardware whenever an instruction is retired using the 
associated TC, and on successful dispatch of the TC via a FORK instruction. So if this bit is set 
you know that TC has executed and if you are going to do a context switch you would need to 
save its registers. If it wasn’t set no instructions have been executed so there’s no context to 
save.

+ TCEE or the TC core extend enable bit is defined the same as the Status register CEE field. 
The Status registers CEE bits identical to the TCStatus TCEE bits of the thread referencing. The 
modification of either registers changes the value of both registers.

+ DA or dynamic allocation enable if this bit is set the TC is available for dynamic allocation by the 
for instruction.

+ A or activated if set the TC is activated and when the halt bit is cleared the TC will fetch 



instructions. ON Reset: 1 for TC 0, 0 for all others.
+ TKSU this is a duplicate of the status registers KSU field when either is set both are modified.

+ IXMTor interrupt exam to if this is set to TC will be exempt from handling interrupts you can use this to 
control which TC’s handle interrupts.

+TASID this is a duplicate of the entry hi register ASID field. Modification to one of these bits facts both.
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Next I’ll show the MTU registers that are specific for each VPE.
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Shadow register sets for an MT Core, use up a TC.

This register tells the VPE which TC is being used for which shadow 
register set.

It is recommended that the TC that will be used as shadow registers be 
the highest numbered TC. So if you have 3 sets and 9 TCs, use 
TCs 6, 7, and 8.
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Since this is a per VPE register you must make sure that the donor TC

+ Is bound to the VPE that owns this register.

+ The TC must be halted

+ And inactive

+ And not usable by a fork instruction
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The VPEConf0 register indicates the activation state and privilege level of 
the VPE. All fields in the VPEConf0 register are read-only in normal 
execution, but the MVP and VPA fields are writable while the MVP bit is 
set for the VPE performing the modification.

+ XTC or Exclusive TC. Set by hardware when execution is restricted 
within a VPE to a single TC, because the VPE is in exception mode, or 
TE being cleared in the VPEControl register causing only one thread to 
be executed, this field contains the TC number of the TC eligible to run. 
XTC can be written by mttr as part of cross-VPE initialization if you want 
to initialize a VPE so it starts with just one TC running alone. RO or R/W 
(if VPA not set for target). On Reset 0 for VPE 0, Undefined for all others.

+ TCS,SCS,DCS,ICS are read-only bits which tell software which caches 
are shared with at least one other VPE. The separate bits are for tertiary, 
secondary, L1 D-cache and L1 I-cache respectively. 

+ MVP - master virtual processor" - a safety catch bit, which must be set 
before software can touch registers on the other VPE or TCs affiliated 
with it. Ro or R/W if MVP= 1, on reset 1 for VPE 0 and ) for the rest.



+ VPA or Virtual Processor Activated. If this bit is zero, no TCs bound to this VPE 
will run. This bit can be set by the other VPE that is the master virtual processor 
using the MTTR instruction which I will go into later in this course. Ro or R/W if 
MVP= 1, on reset 1 for VPE 0 and ) for the rest.
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During initialization it may be necessary for the VPE/TC that is running the 
boot code to initialize the registers of another VPE or TC.

There are 2 things that need to be done to be able to  do this

+ First Set the MVP bit in the VPEConf0 register

+ then write the number of the target TC that you wish to initialize

+ this causes all MTTR and MFTR to read and write the Target TCs 
registers.

+ You can also write to the VPE registers that the Target TC is bound to.
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The VPEConf1 register is instantiated per VPE. It indicates the 
coprocessor and UDI resources available to the VPE.

All fields in the VPEConf1 register are read-only in normal operation, but 
is writable while the MVPControl VPC

bit is set. With this register you can restrict us of these resource to a 
single VPE. Don’t forget that to use these resources by multiple threads 
there must be as many contexts of these resource as there thread that 
will be using them.
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The VPEControl register provides for some status and control features for the VPE.

The YSI and GSI controls actions that can cause exceptions instead of blocking. This 
allows an OS to chose what to do with a TC that is stopped. For example it might have 
other processing to run so getting an exceptions when one of these events occurs would 
allow it to swap out the stopped process and restart the TC with one that is ready to run.

YSI  If set, any thread that would be blocked by a YIELD instruction will cause an 
exception instead of blocking.

GSI  If set, any thread that would be blocked by a gating storage access

will cause an exception instead of blocking.

EXCPT Encodes the cause of the last thread exception shown here.

0 Thread underflow on YIELD. Trying to yield the Last thread in system 

1 Thread overflow on FORK. No thread available to fork.

2 A Bad qualifier fed to YIELD exception happen when bits set in the signal mask given 
in the rs register of the yield instruction are masked out by the YQMask register because 
this would result in a condition that would cause the thread to never be restarted. 

3 Exception on gating storage operation T or Trap Bit, when set, this bit causes the 
processor to take a

Gating Storage Exception on PV or EF accesses.



4 YIELD which would have blocked run while VPEControlYSI is set to 1.

5 Gating storage access which would have blocked attempted while VPEControlGSI is set to 1.

TE If set, multi-threading is enabled. If unset, only one TC is allowed to

issue instructions. Normally set/unset using the DMT/EMT instructions.

TargTC Selects the TC number of the "other thread context" in the MTTR/

MFTR instructions.
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11 IWX3 If set, I-cache way 3 will not be allocated for the VPE

10 IWX2 If set, I-cache way 2 will not be allocated for the VPE

9 IWX1 If set, I-cache way 1 will not be allocated for the VPE

8 IWX0 If set, I-cache way 0 will not be allocated for the VPE

3 DWX3 If set, D-cache way 3 will not be allocated for the VPE

2 DWX2 If set, D-cache way 2 will not be allocated for the VPE

1 DWX1 If set, D-cache way 1 will not be allocated for the VPE

0 DWX0 If set, D-cache way 0 will not be allocated for the VPE
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The VPESchedule is a per-VPE value whose interpretation is scheduler 
implementation-dependent. For example, it could encode a description of 
the overall requested issue bandwidth for the associated VPE, or it could 
encode a priority level.

The default Policy manager is a round robin policy Manager. This Policy 
manager does not use the VPESchedule register.

There is a alternate Policy manager called Weighted Round-Robin. This 
policy manager uses the VPESchedule register to control if it rotates 
Priorities or uses a strict priority scheme.

Or your implementation can use a Policy Manager designed by you and 
use this register as it see fit.

There will be more on this topic in the Policy Manager section of this 
course. 
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This register will enable the bits that can cause a yielded thread to be 
scheduled. There are 16 hardware pin input possible. By setting a bit in 
the mask field will enable that pin to be part of the decision to There will 
be more on the Yield interface in the instruction section of this course.


